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Sustainabil ity

Starts here

DyCon create satisified users thanks to optimal and stable

indoor cl imate

At the same time, it reduce energy consumption



DyCon is a complete service from Dunderon that controls energy in

bui ld ings. I t combines a fast control system with an innovative IoT cloud

platform.

Dunderon help their customers to create customer satisfaction

by opimtizing the indoor cl imate of the bui ld ing. Through exact

temperature control DyCon is also creating large energy savings.

Property improvements

∙ Stable and pleasant indoor cl imate

∙ Energy savings

∙ Optimizes and reduce peak effect usage

∙ Reduction of return temperatures in district

heating grids

∙ Optimized energy usage

∙ Even hotwater temperature

Organizational improvements

∙ Cost reductions

∙ More efficient property management

∙ Simple overview of a complete property

stock

∙ Fault identification

∙ Decision support before investments

Energy consumption in bui ld ings stands for a large part of a propertys resource

uti l isation. EU has a target to reduce energy usage with 20% unti l 2020 and in 2050

with at least 50%. A large part of this reduction can be reached though reduction in the

energy used for heating bui ld ings.

Dunderon has developed DyCon, a solution that minimizes the use of purchased

energy in bui ld ings. This is accompl ished through a completely new and uniqe control

method. DyCon calculates the exact amount of energy the build ing needs in every

moment in order to keep a predefined indoor temperature.

Dunderon is a company that chal lenge establ ished truths. We know that it is possible to

reduce the energy used in bui ld ings and at the same time improve the indoor cl imate.

With DyCon, a complete

property stock can be

managed through your

mobile phone
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DyCon - this is how it works
Exact control

DyCon regulates the heat in the bui ld ing

extremely fast compared with traditional

control systems. This is made possible by

control l ing the volume-flow of the radiator

water instead of just the temperature. Thanks

to this uniq ie process, it is possible to be

reactive in a way that has not been possible

before. The system updates its control

parameters every five minutes. I t is completey

automatic and adaptive. The only manual work

is when the property manager sets the defined

indoor temperature.

Where traditional systems measure the outdoor

temperature in order to control the

temperature on the radiator water, DyCon

measures the indoor temperature and controls

the exact amount of energy needed in every

moment. The control is hereby made based on

the real need and not on a theoretical model .

Smart functional ity

DyCon is a ful ly automatic and intel l igent

system. I t adapts to each and every uniqe

characteristics of the bui ld ing. Al l energy

efficiency actions that are made after the

instal lation wil l automatical ly and

immediately be considered by DyCon.

DyCon identify faults in the bui ld ings

through it smart AI -algorithms. With DyCon

cockpit which is the user interface the user

is in ful l control and has access to fault

alarms, real time updated graphs and

property data.
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Visit our webiste for more information or contact us as

per below.

Dunderon AB

www.dunderon.se

partner@dunderon.se

Dannemoragatan 18

1 1 3 44 Stockholm

+46 706 30 16 75

Connect your bui ld ings

With DyCon, you as a property owner wil l get

an overal l and fast overview over al l

connected build ings. Easy user interface

minimize the time to look for information.

With DyCon, your bui ld ing is securely

connected to our cloud based service

through our IoT platform. This means

possibi l ity to connect other functional ity

such as individual water and energy

metering or other services. The col lected

data can easi ly be connected to other IT

systems.

With the peak-power balancing that is

included in DyCon, the peak power is

reduced significantly which is a win-win for

bui ld ing owners and energy suppl iers.

Minimize the need of further investments

DyCon is sold as-a-service and to a fixed

monthly fee. No additional cost no matter

how large the energy saving turns out. In our

instal lations the savings are between 15% up

to 30%. This means you wil l increase your

operating net from day one.

Furthermore, it means no replacement

investments in new control systems when

your current one needs to be replaced.
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